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This essay was first published in 2017. It has been updated for 2021.
A common misperception among Orthodox Christians is that Orthodox Easter (i.e. Pascha) often occurs so much later than Western Christian Easter because the Orthodox Church abides by the rules for calculating the date of Pascha issued by the 1st Ecumenical Council at Nicaea
in AD 325. Another element of this misperception is the belief that the
Orthodox Church must wait for Passover to be celebrated by the Jewish community before Pascha may occur. Despite these views being
held by so many Orthodox Christians, as well as
being promoted in popular essays written by some
Orthodox priests, they are inaccurate. The reason why Orthodox Pascha frequently occurs so
much later than Easter celebrated by Roman
Catholics and Protestants is neither because the
Orthodox Church follows the Paschal formula of
Nicaea, nor is it because the Western Churches
fail to adhere this formula. It is also not because
the Orthodox Church must wait for the Jewish
celebration of Passover. Rather, Orthodox Pascha
frequently occurs later than Western Easter because the Orthodox Church uses inaccurate scientific calculations that rely on the inaccurate
Julian Calendar to determine the date of Pascha
for each year. Some background information is
necessary to help explain precisely what the problems are.
Historically, Jesus’ death and resurrection occurred in association with Jewish Passover, although the Synoptic Gospels (Mark, Matt, Luke)
and the Gospel of John contain differences regarding the precise day of Passover at that time.
In light of these differences, early Christian
churches developed distinct practices regarding
when they were to celebrate Christian Pascha and how the date of
Pascha was to be determined. Some ancient Churches celebrated Pascha
on the Sunday immediately following Jewish Passover, while others emphasized Jesus’ suffering and death on Pascha and thus celebrated the
feast on the same day as Jewish Passover, regardless of what day of
the week Passover occurred. Christian communities that adhered to
either one of these Paschal traditions often relied on local Jewish communities’ calculations of Passover in order to determine the date of
their respective Christian Pascha. Passover is itself a lunar festival marking the beginning of the new year and is to occur annually on the vernal
full moon—a date that came to be designated in the Jewish Calendar as
the 14th of Nisan (Exod 12:1-6). Ancient Jewish communities faced many
challenges in regulating their year by a lunar calendar. Because the
Jewish lunar calendar frequently fell out of step with the seasons of a
solar year, Jews could add an additional month to their calendar every
two or three years to correct Passover from occurring out of season. A
late decision to add a month to the Jewish calendar and/or difficulties
communicating meant that not all Jewish communities were always aware
of the extra month. This resulted in some Jewish communities celebrating Passover in different months, while other Jewish communities ended
up mistakenly celebrating Passover twice in the same year.
Because of Christian dependence on unreliable Jewish calculations
of the vernal full moon for Passover, and because of the varying Christian traditions for the date of Pascha’s celebration, the 1st Ecumenical

Council at Nicaea convened by the Roman Emperor Constantine attempted
to resolve these issues and promote Christian unity, issuing a formula for
the calculation of Pascha. The Council at Nicaea determined that Pascha
would occur on:
the first Sunday after | the first full moon occurring | on or after the
vernal equinox
This Nicene formula solved several practical issues. First, the Church
determined that Pascha would not be celebrated on the same day as the
vernal full moon which itself is to mark the festival of Jewish Passover. By
resolving to celebrate Pascha on the first
Sunday after the vernal full moon, Christian
Pascha would forever be associated with
Jewish Passover without being identified
with it, thus maintaining the historical associations of Jesus’ death and resurrection with
Passover. Second, by resolving that the
Christian celebration of Pascha must occur
annually after the vernal equinox, the Church
ensured that Pascha would only occur once
each solar year. Third, the Nicene formula
itself meant that the Church would not be
reliant on Jewish calendars for the calculation of Passover (the vernal full moon i.e. 14
Nisan), nor would the Church be obliged to
wait for Jewish communities to celebrate
Passover before celebrating Christian
Pascha. Rather, the Nicene formula ensured
that the Christian calculation of Pascha would
occur independently of the Jewish reckoning of Passover by instead using the astronomical data of the vernal equinox and the
vernal full moon in order to calculate the Sunday of Pascha. This maintained the historical and theological associations between
Jewish Passover and Christian Pascha,
Ý while allowing the Church to ascertain the vernal full moon (i.e., what should be 14 Nisan and hence
Passover) without Jewish calendrical problems. Because Alexandria, Egypt
was known as a premier center of astronomy in the ancient world, the
Church of Alexandria came to assume responsibility in the Eastern Church
for making scientific calculations used to determine the date of Pascha.
Although today many rigorist Orthodox assert that it is only permissible
to use the Julian Calendar to determine Paschal dates by employing the
ancient Alexandrian scientific calculations, this is to ignore that the
Alexandrian Christians used their own Egyptian calendrical dates to calculate Pascha which were then translated into Julian Calendar dates for
other parts of the empire. Moreover, although the Council of Nicaea issued a clear formula for the calculation of Pascha, it did not precisely
regulate the technical details, methods, or calendar by which the vernal
equinox and the vernal full moon should be determined. Rather, Alexandria assumed greater responsibility for making Paschal calculations because the Church expected that the best scientific means available would
be used to determine Paschal dates.
While the Orthodox Church and the Western Churches both continue
to follow the formula of Nicaea for the determination of Pascha/Easter, the
differences in their respective dates of celebration stem largely from the
use of different calendars (Julian vs. Gregorian) and different methods of
(continue p. 2)
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scientific calculation so as to ascertain the vernal equinox and vernal full
moon. The Orthodox Church employs a complex mathematical formula to
calculate the date of Pascha. This formula uses the more inaccurate Julian
Calendar (currently 13 days behind the Gregorian Calendar) and a “fixed”
Julian Calendar date of March 21st (Gregorian Calendar, April 3rd) as the
vernal equinox. The Orthodox Church also utilizes a mathematically calculated approximation of the vernal full moon based on a 19-year lunar cycle
(the Metonic Cycle). The actual astronomical vernal equinox, however, occurs between 13 to 15 days earlier (Julian Calendar, March 6th-8th; Gregorian
Calendar, March 19th-21st) than the aforementioned Orthodox “fixed” Julian
Calendar’s vernal equinox. In other words, the vernal equinox used by the
Orthodox Church for its calculation of Pascha is not the actual astronomical vernal equinox, nor is the vernal full moon—which Pascha must follow
according to Nicaea—the actual astronomical vernal full moon. Simply stated,
the best available calendar and best available science are no longer being
utilized for the calculation of Pascha. This results in Orthodox celebrations
of Pascha that are frequently out of sync with the astronomical phenomena
of the vernal equinox and the vernal full moon. Thus, Orthodox Pascha
often occurs later in the spring. However, the Western Churches use the
Gregorian Calendar (a much more accurate calendar—although not perfect) and a more accurate scientific calculation of the vernal equinox and
vernal full moon. This results in a more accurate calculation of Easter which
better corresponds with the actual astronomical phenomena.
In this year of 2021, for example, Orthodox Pascha is celebrated four
weeks later than Western Easter. Western Easter occurs on April 4th,
whereas Orthodox Pascha falls on May 2nd (Julian Calendar, April 19th).
However, a quick look at the actual astronomical data clearly demonstrates
the problems with the current Orthodox calculation of Pascha. According
to NASA, the 2021 vernal equinox occurs on March 20th at 9:37 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). However, it is important to remember that the
date and time of the vernal equinox depend on the meridian used for calculation (the position on earth used as the reference point). Therefore, it is
generally agreed that Jerusalem should be used as the meridian since it is
the historical location of Jesus’ death and resurrection. Thus, the 2021
vernal equinox occurs in Jerusalem on March 20th at 11:37 (UTC+2). Moreover, according to NASA, the first full moon after the vernal equinox in 2021
occurs on March 28th at 18:48 (UTC), and in Jerusalem on March 28th at
21:48 (UTC+3 due to Israel Daylight Time). Since the vernal full moon in
Jerusalem on March 28th at 21:48 (UTC+3) is a Sunday, this means that
Pascha 2021 should be celebrated on the first Sunday afterward, which is
Sunday, April 4th—precisely the date that Easter is celebrated in 2021 by
the Western Churches.
According to the complex mathematical formula currently in use by the
Orthodox Church for the calculation of Pascha—without reference to actual astronomical phenomena—the vernal full moon for 2021 has been calculated as occurring on May 1st (Julian Calendar, April 18th). However,
through simple, non-scientific observation a person could look at the astronomical phenomena visible in the sky on May 1st, 2021 to understand
that there will not be a full moon on that date. Rather, the moon will actually
be in a waning gibbous on May 1st, 2021 with 75% of the moon’s visible
disk illuminated. The lack of a full moon on that date will be evident in
Jerusalem—as well as in Chicago. Rather, in those two locations (and
throughout Western Europe and North America) the vernal full moon will
occur much earlier, on Sunday, March 28th, 2021. Consequently, Orthodox
Pascha in 2021 will be especially out of sync with the actual astronomical
phenomena linked to an accurate calculation of the Paschal date. In fact, on
April 27th, 2021 the second full moon of spring will occur in Jerusalem. This
means that the Orthodox celebration of Pascha on May 2nd, 2021 will actually occur on the first Sunday after the second full moon of spring!
It was widely understood by ancient Christians that the vernal full moon
could not be determined reliably by observation since what sometimes appears to the eye as a full moon may not, in fact, be one. This is one of the
reasons why after Nicaea, different Churches in communion with one another developed a wide variety of scientific/mathematical calculations over
the centuries to determine the vernal full moon needed to arrive at the date
of Pascha. However, scientific methods have advanced significantly since
the time of antiquity, as has our ability to reliably know the dates of the
vernal equinox and the vernal full moon for any given year. In 1920, the
Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople raised the issue of all Churches
employing a common calendar so that Eastern and Western Churches could
celebrate major Christian feast days together throughout each year. Moreover, in 1923 a Pan-Orthodox Congress under the leadership of the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople advocated using a more accurate
Revised Julian Calendar (similar to the Gregorian Calendar), while also
returning to the actual astronomical phenomena of the vernal equinox and
vernal full moon for the calculation of Pascha. Divisive reactions against
adoption of a new calendar and new Paschal calculations resulted in a
compromise that allowed autocephalous Orthodox Churches to choose
the old Julian Calendar or the new Revised Julian Calendar to regulate the
ecclesiastical year.
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Theotokos
Louis A. Palivos

Icon painted by Ellie Palivos
Which woman, in the last 2,000 years is most likely the most
world renown woman? Which woman has written nothing, but thousands of pages and books have been written about her? Which woman
has thousands of icons, hymns, churches, and monasteries named after
her? Which woman intercedes for all of humanity and especially for
persons who asked her to intercede for them? Which woman, throughout the last 2,000 years, has made numerous, miraculous appearances
to persons worldwide? Which woman is the most prominent person
after the Lord Jesus Christ, in the last 2,000 years? The woman is the
Theotokos, the “Panagia,” “the Mother of God,” “Ever-blessed,” “Holy
Mother,” “Ever-virgin,” “Full of Grace,” “Quick to Hear,” and ot her
names.
Theotokos in Greek means God bearer, not the mother of God.
God the Father cannot be born by a woman, but God the Son can be
Incarnated by a woman who gives birth to a perfect man and to a
perfect God, with two natures.
Prayers for intersession to Theotokos have been verified by
the discovery of a papyrus dated to about 250 A.D.1. This papyrus is
relevant because there is a historical basis that intercessions to
Theotokos precede all the Ecumenical Councils, beginning in 325 A.D.
The Greek writing on the papyrus is:
Beneath thy compassion, we take refuge, all Mother of God,
do not despise our petitions, in time of trouble, but rescue us
from dangers, only pure one, only blessed one.
Clearly, from early Christianity, the Theotokos was venerated
and not worshiped!
The Holy Scripture and the extra-canonical book, The
Protoevangelion of James, has provided historical additional information about the Theotokos.
In the old testament, there are many symbols and types of the
Theotokos. Two critical and prophetic verses are the following: “And
I will put enmity between you and the woman, And between your seed
and her Seed; He shall bruise your head, And you shall bruise His heel.”
Gen. 3:15. The Theotokos’ seed, the Lord Jesus Christ, would crush
the head of Satan, and Satan would bruise Christ’s heel.
The other verse is “Therefore, the Lord Himself will give you
a sign: Behold, a virgin shall conceive and bear a Son, and she shall
call His name Immanuel.” Is. 7:14. The Theotokos would be the virgin, Mary, and the Lord Jesus Christ would be Immanuel, in fulfillment of this prophecy.

In the new Testament, the Theotokos is presented as the prototype of all Christians. She was spiritually pure, and she devoted her will,
mind, and soul to God. Almighty God elected Mary, and Mary willingly
elected to be the vessel for the Incarnation. What a synergistic relationship between Almighty God and Mary!
The archangel, Gabriel, intervened in history:
“And having come in, the angel said to her, “Rejoice,
highly favored one, the Lord is with you; blessed are
you among women!” But [b]when she saw him, she was
troubled at his saying, and considered what manner of
greeting this was. Then the angel said to her, “Do not
be afraid, Mary, for you have found favor with God. And
behold, you will conceive in your womb and bring forth
a Son, and shall call His name Jesus. He will be great,
and will be called the Son of the Highest; and the Lord
God will give Him the throne of His father David. And
He will reign over the house of Jacob forever, and of His
kingdom there will be no end.” Then Mary said to the angel,
“How can this be, since I do not know a man?” And the
angel answered and said to her, ”The Holy Spirit will come
upon you, and the power of the Highest will overshadow
you; therefore, also, that Holy One who is to be born will
be called the Son of God. Now indeed, Elizabeth your
relative has also conceived a son in her old age; and this
is now the sixth month for her who was called barren.
For with God nothing will be impossible.” Then Mary said,
“Behold the maidservant of the Lord! Let it be to me
according to your word.” And the angel departed
from her.” Lk. 1:28-38.
What a phenomenal moment in history when Gabriel appeared
to Mary and she was able to maintain her composure, and to ask, basically, how can I give birth to a boy, Jesus, Immanuel, when I do not know
a man? Clearly, she was a virgin to have made this statement.
Later, Mary would visit her cousin, Elizabeth, and make an astonishing
exultation, “My soul magnifies the Lord. And my spirit has rejoiced in
God my Savior.” Lk. 1:47. It’s quite obvious that Gabriel’s revelation
had resonated with Mary. She now understands that she would give birth
to her “Savior!”
Mary now becomes the New Eve, and the Lord Jesus Christ becomes the New and Last Adam.
The Protoevangelion of James states that Mary had two righteous parents, Joakim and Anna. At an early age, around 3 years old,
they took Mary to live in the Temple at Jerusalem. Mary most likely
stayed at the Temple at Jerusalem until she was betrothed to Joseph, a
widower, who had four sons and two or more daughters.
The relationship between Joseph and Mary helps us to understand why Mary remained a virgin, before, during, and after giving birth
to Jesus. Joseph probably had 6 or more children from an earlier marriage and was old.
It is inconceivable to accept the notion that Mary had a physical
relationship with Joseph knowing she had consented to give birth to the
Savior of Mankind! A physical relationship with Joseph would go against
her virginity, devotion, purity, and holiness. Even today, monks, nuns,
and lay people in the world maintain their virginity. The real mystery
with Mary is that she continued to be a virgin after giving birth and until
her repose.
If the conception occurred supernaturally and based on Holy Scripture, it did, then, it is reasonable to infer that the birth of Jesus Christ
also occurred supernaturally, to preserve Mary’s virginity.
The Theotokos has appeared to many holy and righteous persons
in history. One such manifestation appeared to a monk at Mount Athos.
Lady and Mother of everything, Queen of Angels, Immaculate
Virgin Theotoke, show your favor to your servant who longs for your
love, so as to not succumb to sadness. And suddenlylight emanated from
the holy icon and she was so beautiful the Theotokos, like thousands of
suns.1
Another such manifestation occurred to a former Greek air force
(Continued p.8)
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( From p. 7)
pilot who went gliding, lost control, fell for 30 meters at 80-90 km
per hour, on rocks and had multiple fractures but was healed miraculously. The Theotokos and the Lord Jesus Christ appeared to
him and a beam of light emanated from Jesus’ right palm to heal
him. His testimony is on You Tube.2 The Lord Jesus Christ told him
“go back because you need to learn to love without conditions.”
In closing, the Theotokos is the only woman who gave birth
to the Incarnated Lord Jesus Christ.
Pray, “Panagia Theotokos, please, intercede for me and
ask...”
The Incarnation provides the path for the salvation of humanity by repentance of our passions, by illumination of our hearts,
and by the path towards Theosis.
1. Gerontas Joseph, Listen to My Words Humble Son, Expressions of Monastic Expressions, Holy Monastery of Philotheou,
Mount Athos.
2. George Zaharias, The Theotokos and Jesus Christ appeared
to me and brought me back to life. You Tube
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Greek and Turkish foreign ministers Nikos Dendias and
Mevlut Cavusoglu hailed the relaunch of exploratory talks
between Athens and Ankara and called for a de-escalation of
tension, but both stood their ground on key issues dividing
the two sides in an unusually frank press conference following their meeting in Ankara on Thursday.
“There is significant scope for an improvement in bilateral
ties,” Dendias said. “Greece and Turkey are destined to live
together in a region with many complex problems,” he said,
stressing that progress cannot be achieved unless there is a
“de-escalation of incendiary actions and comments.”
“I know we have a long road ahead, but I hope that today we
can take a step forward,” Dendias said, inviting Cavusoglu to
Athens and pointing to the possibility of a meeting between
Greek Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis and Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.
However, Dendias also lashed out at “constant” Turkish
violations of Greek airspace and the Law of Sea, warning Ankara that its actions in the Aegean and the Eastern Mediterranean are undermining its aspirations to European Union membership. “If this is what Turkey wants – and I certainly hope
that it does – then it must start respecting the Law of the
Sea,” Dendias said, going on to underscore the threat of sanctions.
Cavusoglu was equally frank in his comments, saying that
“differences remain” between the two sides over the Aegean
and energy rights in the Eastern Mediterranean and defending Turkey’s seismic surveys as “entirely legal.”
He also dismissed Dendias’ comments on possible EU sanctions as “unacceptable.” “You did not expect me to act as if
nothing is going on the Aegean and the East Mediterranean,”
Dendias said in response to the admonition.
The Turkish foreign minister also reiterated calls for the
demilitarization of several Greek islands in the Aegean, saying
in response to comments by Dendias about violations of the
Treaty of Lausanne that “you only bring up what suits you.”
“If you heavily accuse my country and people before the
press, I have to be in a position to respond to that,” Cavusoglu
replied. “If you want to continue our tensions, we can. If we go
into mutual recriminations here, we have a lot to tell each
other.”
Dendias met earlier with Erdogan, who proposed a summit
on the East Mediterranean.

HAPPY EASTER!

There is a much higher risk of brain blood clots from Covid-19
infection than there is from vaccines against the disease, British
researchers said on Thursday, after the rollout of inoculations
was disrupted by reports of rare clots.
AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson have both seen very rare
reports of cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST) linked to their
vaccines. On Wednesday, the United States paused vaccinations
using J&J’s shot while a link with clots was investigated, with
Denmark ditching AstraZeneca’s shot over the issue.
British and European regulators have stressed that the benefits of vaccination outweigh the risks.
A study of 500,000 Covid-19 patients found CVST had occurred
at a rate of 39 people out of a million following infection, researchers said. That compares with European Medicines Agency (EMA)
figures showing that 5 in a million people reported CVST after
getting AstraZeneca’s shot.
The researchers said in a pre-print study that the risk of CVST
was 8-10 times higher following Covid-19 infection than it was
from existing vaccines for the disease.
“The risk of having a (CVST) after Covid-19 appears to be substantially and significantly higher than it is after receiving the
Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine,” Maxime Taquet of Oxford’s Department of Psychiatry told reporters.
The study was based on a US health database, and so did not
accrue new data on the risk of clots from AstraZeneca’s vaccine
directly, as the shot is not being rolled out there.
Taquet said that the mortality rate from CVST was around 20%
whether it occurred after Covid-19 infection or a vaccine, indicating the clots were the main risk factor.
Regulators had also observed low platelet levels in reports of
vaccine side effects, but the researchers said data was limited on
whether that was also the case in those reporting CVST after
infection.
The researchers highlighted that Covid-19 was associated with
more common clotting disorders than CVST, such as strokes, and
that recent debate around vaccines had lost sight of how bad the
disease itself could be.
“The importance of this finding is it brings it back to the fact
this is a really horrible illness as a whole variety of effects including increased risk of (CVST),” John Geddes, director of NIHR
Oxford Health Biomedical Research Center.
The research team, from Oxford University, said they worked
independently from the Oxford vaccine team which developed
AstraZeneca’s shot. [Reuters]
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EASTER GREETINGS FROM

SUPER GR TV
JIM VALKIMADIS
PHONE: (630) 202 6876
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Church presents
proposals for Easter services

In its proposal to the government for Easter, the
Church of Greece is proposing an increase in the number of worshippers allowed inside and outside
churches during services.
Senior church officials are citing forecasts of good
weather over the Easter period (Easter Sunday is on
May 2), which would allow worshippers to congregate
outside churches and monasteries.
Kathimerini understands that the Permanent Holy
Synod (DIS) has sent a letter to the Education Ministry
with its proposals which also stipulate adherence to
the necessary safety measures. The Holy Synod is proposing that the maximum number of people inside large
churches be 100 and a ratio of one worshipper per 15
square meters of indoor space.
This proposal differs from the current rules that allow one person per 20 square meters in an enclosed
space (e.g. supermarkets). The Synod has justified its
proposal for one person per 15 sq.m. saying that the
high church ceilings and the good weather during
Easter will allow for good ventilation.
Church officials expect to have some idea about the
government’s intentions by Thursday.

 
  
  !

Ieronymos urges
flock to vaccinate
against Covid
The head of the Church of Greece, Archbishop
Ieronymos, has urged the flock to vaccinate against
the novel coronavirus, describing inoculation as “an act
of Christian
solidarity.”
“Getting vaccinated… is not
only an act of
personal responsibility but
also an act of
Christian solidarity and love for our neighbor,”
Ieromymos said in a statement made public Thursday.
“The vaccine offers us an opportunity to bring back
normality to our lives and to embrace other people,
which we have so dearly missed,” he said
Ieronymos, who was last year hospitalized after contracting the virus, said clerics should be an example
for other people, while criticizing conspiracy theorists
for “intimidating our fellow humans.”
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Hellenic American Academy
445 Pine Street, Deerfield, Illinois, 60015

(847) 317-1063
L" (3#($ -+% "(&  +*,F ($ J+#,%$
+($# # $ #+7( '# “ ” $ +'0$#+ (´0+ $"
#+7  # )#%$"  33$" $7$ #*( $ "7
/((  # )&( )$($ )++$.

HELLENIC AMERICAN ACADEMY
“ Every child can shine, all they need is a spark”
Hellenic American Academy is one of the largest Greek-American educational institutions in the country. Recognized by the Illinois Board of Education and the Greek Ministry of Education and Religious
Affairs, the Academy provides
* a unique dual language private Day School program that prepares students Preschool - 8th Grade for
greatness.
* Greek Language programs on Saturdays and Evenings (Grades Preschool - 12th Grade) and
* enrichment and cultural programs infused with timeless classical ideals.
Location: 445 Pine Street, Deerfield IL 60015
Contact info: (847)317-1063
www.hellenicamericanacademy.org
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EASTER GREETINGS FROM

THE GREEK AMERICAN
REHABILITATION AND
CARE CENTER
220 N. FIRST ST., WHEELING, IL. 60070 PHONE: (847) 465-8725

GREEK AMERICAN REHABILITATION CENTER
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Ifantis Dental Care John Ifantis, DDS, PC
9251 Waukegan Rd. Morton Grove, IL 60053

(847)663-0003
All that is good begins with a SMILE.

At Ifantis Dental Care, your smile is our top priority! Dr. Ifantis and his entire team of dental professionals is dedicated
to providing you with the personalized, quality care that you deserve. When you visit Ifantis Dental Care you will experience
all that modern dentistry has to offer , in one location. The dental care we provide includes a comprehensive list of general,
restorative, cosmetic, orthodontic and periodontal services to meet the needs of the whole family, at an affordable price. Our
goal is to assist each patient in achieving and maintaining long term dental health and a beautiful smile. Some of the services
we provide include:
Exams & Cleanings
z Extractions
z Fillings
z Root Canal Therapy
z Dental Implants
z Crowns & Bridges
z Braces
z Invisalign “clear braces”
z Veneers
z Teeth whitening
z Partials & Full Dentures

We cordially invite you to call for more information(847) 663-0003 or send an email to
whitenyourteethom@gmail.com

CHICAGO SWEET CONNECTION BAKERY
5569 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
CHICAGO, IL. 60630-PHONE: (773) 283-4430, FAX: (773) 283-9375
 0" )% $ !# 0, (# 0$ -+ $" ;'+)($7. #$+  ,*!$# $ !(  )+# " $+-,$7(#
($$0+, 1#",'#, *%(# (%"#($(#5", %)#++!, )"$)5#  # #)'#+7(# (’ 0# $ #(,%$!
)$##,   0 $ "%+ ($" )#+'7 $% %.
CHICAGO SWEET CONNECTION BAKERY: ",0  )+5$)+0 $+0) )+57, (%(#%( 
,"7.  #)(#N7 ($ #$($(#  ($ 5569 N. Northwest Hwy  Bryn Mawr * ( )#(# !(5. 
)+# ($" #$+   * ,)($/(#$# $" "5$#+0$$ ($" )0$$, $" #&(  $" )+%(( 05"
$5" 300 )+:0"$5" . $ #+($(0  ,*!$#  $($ "7 )/( # 40% 0"# #)$/(#
(´0 $ % .  % )0", 3-$(#, #""!*  *# #,% "5"! #,/(# 7 '+& (%05"
$/+ "5+;#$# )& * 3+#$# ),7)$# #, ;'+)($7 7 #, +$):  ($ (# $! "5
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REMEMBER WHEN- THE
YEAR WAS 1955...
Did you hear the post office is thinking about charging 7
cents just to mail a letter?
If they raise the minimum wage to $1.00, nobody will be
able to hire outside help at the store.
When I first started driving, who would have thought Gas
would someday cost 25 cents a gallon?
Guess we’d be better off leaving the car in the garage.
Did you see where some baseball player just signed a
contract for$50,000 a year just to play ball?
It wouldn’t surprise me if someday they’ll be making more
than the President.
I never thought I’d see the day all our kitchen appliances
would be electric.
They’re even making electric typewriters now.
It’s too bad things are so tough nowadays I see where a
few married women are having to work to make ends meet.
It won’t be long before young couples are going to have to
hire someone to watch their kids so they can both work.
I’m afraid the Volkswagen car is going to open the door to
a whole lot of foreign business.
Thank goodness I won’t live to see the day when the government takes half our income in taxes. I sometimes wonder
if we are electing the best people to government.
The fast food restaurant is convenient for a quick meal,
but I seriously doubt they will ever catch on.
There is no sense going on short trips any more for a
weekend. It costs nearly $2.00 a night to stayin a hotel.
If they think I’ll pay 30 cents for a haircut, forget it!
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MARIYANA SPYROPOULOS
COMMISSIONER
Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago

MARIYANA SPYROPOULOS
ATTORNEY AT LAW
180 N. LA SALLE SUITE 3700
CHICAGO, IL. 0601
PHONE: (312) 456-8005
FAX: (312) 456-8006
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SEASON’S GREETINGS FROM

427 E. RAND RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL.60004
PHONE: (847) 253-7200
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DEMETRIOS VERGAKIS & ASSOCIATES
2604 DEMPSTER # 311
PARK RIDGE, IL. 60068
OFFICE: 224.500.3120
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